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	This section contains Icebreakers and Energizers:
	Deepening awareness
	A Divided World
	How to play:
	Each country/continent shares their guess with the whole group.
	Discussion questions:
	The World Goes Shopping
	# of participants: For groups of 10-60 participants
	Preparation:
	The $ amounts represents how much one person spends on average per year.
	How to play:
	Let the group know that we are going to look at our global spending habits.
	Discussion:
	What did you find the most surprising?
	Breaking the famine cycle
	Materials and Preparation:
	Time: 25- 30 minutes
	How to play:
	Read out the rules to start the game.
	Rules:
	THINKfast! JEOPARDY
	ALL NEW QUESTIONS!
	THIS JEOPARDY GAME CAN BE FOUND ON YOUR THINKfast DVD.
	Goal: To reinforce what participants have learned during the THINKfast!
	Time: 30 – 60 minutes
	There is a PowerPoint version of this game on your DVD. If you have a projector/laptop can you project the game board on the wall and play it via the electronic version. If a computer is unavailable - create a jeopardy game board on flipchart paper wi...
	How to play:
	UCategory 1: Development and Peace:
	UCategory 2: Agrofuels
	UCategory 3: Bill C-300
	200: How many signatures have been collected over the past 3 years of the mining campaign?
	(Answer: over 500,000)
	500: What does C-300 stand for?
	(Answer: At its core, the Bill legislates that Canadian government support to companies in the mining oil and gas sectors must be contingent on the highest Corporate Social Responsibility standards for human rights and the environment.)
	UCategory 4: Food Sovereignty
	(Answer: It is affordable, safe and healthy; it is culturally acceptable; it meets specific dietary needs; it is obtained in a dignified manner; it is produced in ways that are environmentally sound and just.)
	UDouble Jeopardy:
	How many years has the THINKfast Program been running?
	(Answer: over 20)
	An interactive game on food sovereignty
	3TPreparation

	3TPhysical space
	3TVolunteer Roles
	5TACTION ROUND 1
	5TACTION ROUND TWO
	0TACTION ROUND THREE
	/step three
	Reflection & Rest


	Opening Liturgy
	Before starting the THINKfast, ask participants to “disconnect” themselves from any electronic devices (I-pods, cell phones, etc.) they have brought with them. Make this as part of the fast. It will also allow them to be fully present for the activiti...
	John 6 - Jesus Feeds the Five Thousand






